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ABSTRACT
With the rapid development of precision medicine, a large
amount of health data (such as electronic health records,
gene sequencing, medical images, etc.) has been produced.
It encourages more and more interest in data-driven insight
discovery from these data. It is a reasonable way to verify
the derived insights in biomedical literature. However, man-
ual verification is inefficient and not scalable. Therefore, an
intelligent technique is necessary to solve this problem. In
this paper, we propose a task of biomedical evidence gener-
ation, which is very novel and different from existing NLP
tasks. Furthermore, we developed a biomedical evidence gen-
eration engine for this task with the pipeline of three com-
ponents which are a literature retrieval module, a skeleton
information identification module, and a text summarization
module.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the arrival of precision medicine era, more and more
health data (such as electronic health records, gene sequenc-
ing, medical images, etc.) are becoming readily available.
Data-driven insight discovery from these data is becoming
popular and crucial. One key component in such data-driven
analytics pipeline is the verification of the derived insights
in published biomedical articles (e.g., from PubMed), which
currently is a manual process and not scalable.
In this paper, we propose the task of biomedical evidence
generation. The goal of this task is to summarize key points
in the biomedical publication in accordance with the query
derived from the data-driven discoveries. This task is very
novel and different from existing NLP tasks like general do-
main text summarization, relation extraction, and reading
comprehension. Specifically, it has its own characteristics: 1)
the generated evidence must be consistent facts according
to the original publication; 2) the generated evidence must
be in response to the query; 3) the generated evidence must
be expressed in sentence(s); 4) the query derived from the
data-driven discoveries is usually entities (such as ‘diabetes’
and ‘metformin’) rather than questions in natural language.
1) and 2) distinguish this task from general domain text sum-
marization, 2) and 3) distinguish it from relation extraction,
3) and 4) distinguish it from reading comprehension. Table 1
presents an example to illustrate our proposed biomedical
evidence generation task. It is very clear that this task is an
integrated task of document retrieval, information extrac-
tion, and text summarization and much more difficult than
any of them.
To solve this task, we developed a biomedical evidence gen-
eration engine (BEGE), which includes three main modules:
1) a literature retrieval module which can retrieve publica-
tions that are highly relevant to the query derived from the
data-driven discoveries; 2) a skeleton information identifica-
tion module extract special query-based words or expression
(call it skeleton) to make sure they are in accordance with
the query. 3) a text summarization module summarizes the
key information from the retrieved articles with the key
words/expressions provided as the skeleton
In the biomedical literature module, the query should be
expanded due to diverse forms of biomedical entities. To
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Table 1: An example to illustrate our proposed biomedical evidence generation task.
Query Text in literature Skeleton information Summary
diabetes, metformin ....... Lifestyle changes and treat-
ment withmetformin both re-
duced the incidence of diabetes
in persons at high risk. The
lifestyle intervention was more
effective thanmetformin ......
treatment, metformin, reduced
the incidence of, diabetes, inter-
vention
metformin treatment prevent
diabetes, but lifestyle interven-
tion is more effective
Data-driven discoveries Biomedical literature retrieval Skeleton information extraction Text summarization
diabetes
metformin
Figure 1: Pipeline of our system to generate biomedical evidence.
this end, we expand different types of entities with differ-
ent biomedical knowledge bases. In particular, we expand
disease names with their different alias and abbreviations
with Lexigram 1, expand gene names with their alias in NCBI
[2], and expanse drugs with drug knowledge bases [5], etc.
Then the expanded query is fed to the conventional retrieval
model (such as BM25 [1]) or deep learning models [3, 4]. A
list of relevant publications to the query is presented as the
output of this module.
In the skeleton information identification module, the sim-
ilarity measure is conducted to select relevant words or ex-
pressions matching the query in each retrieved article. The
identified relevant words or expression might be synony-
mous to entities in query, or most related entities with query
like “diabetes" and “metformin", or triggers/indicators to ex-
pose a claim or finding, such as “is linked to", “increase the
risk of" and “demonstrate", etc.
In the text summarization module, the summary of the
evidence is presented in natural language text for each article.
The skeleton information should define the main structure
of the summarization. Meanwhile, it should have the same
meaning as the original corresponding text. Therefore, we
propose to use a skeleton-based text summarization model,
which takes skeleton information as strong attention and
generates the shortening rephrase of key piece of text from
biomedical literature.
Figure 1 presents the processing pipeline of our system.
The query is the discovery derived from co-occurrence in
1https://www.lexigram.io/
biomedical data obtained through data-driven methods. The
query after expansion would be fed to a retrieval model
to get relevant publications which contain all entities in
query or their corresponding alias. A skeleton information
extraction is applied to get key information in response to
the query. As shown in the skeleton information extraction
part of the Figure1, the exact matched words with the query
are marked in red, words with similar semantics with the
query are marked in orange, and trigger words for relations
are marked in blue. The extracted skeleton information is
provided to text summarization to make sure the generated
summary precisely responds to the query and rephrases the
meaning of the original text.
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